INTRODUCTION TO EDUARDO VIVEIROS DE CASTRO'S "THE EQUAL AND THE DIFFERENT"
Irene V. Small 12 While Clastres argued that the political dimension of traditional societies inhered in their resistance to the development of the state, Deleuze and Guattari transposed the question of desire from the individual psyche onto the social, and thus politicaleconomic, field. Although these radical and anarchic strains are embryonic in "The Equal and the Different," it is evident that they allowed Viveiros de Castro to begin to transform the structuralist frameworks of dichotomy and inversion that informed his disciplinary training into more complex and mobile models of difference. As I argue in the accompanying article, "'Passion of the Same': Cacique de Ramos and the Multidão," it was in Vergara's incisive diagramming of "the equal and the different" in his Cacique de Ramos photographs that such models found visual form. (1962) . He likewise noted that these thinkers were neither known nor welcomed in the relatively conservative atmosphere of the Museu Nacional at that time.
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